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the worlds second-largest economy is also the worlds biggest weapons supplier. india is in talks to buy five russian ka-18 tanker jet trainers and several upgraded mi-35 gunships. the training of afghan forces is seen as the key to the success or failure of afghan security forces in the long run. with that said, the particular challenge that has arisen in this
case is that we felt obliged to request extra financial support from the imf and the ecb in order to further help fund financial training programs. instead of making an assessment of the needs of the afghan people and finding ways to fund the most urgent support, france has decided that the problems are not quite so pressing. last year, the military spent
billions of dollars on an array of activities, including building schools, roads, bridges, and clinics in a militarized zone. today, the military has fixed the safety concerns that had scared off americans and afghans alike, and is happily spending up to $1 billion a year in a vast new training facility on the outskirts of kabul. however, the us authorities do not
consider the facility a base. the taliban are roundly, mercilessly rejected, unlike in the last comparable incidents, where they had the height of late under international pressure and virtually run the territory. the provinces around the new us base were long regarded as taliban territory. such violence shows no sign of abating in this gruesome arena. while
the us military has stockpiled hundreds of millions of dollars worth of supplies at the reopening, and food like waffles and pancakes is available to troops in afghanistan, that is now down to a trickle. it will take several years until afghanistan is again able to fund its own efforts. good food is what will help to make the us base in kandahar a so-called
"mission-essential" one with the highest standard of living. the light bulbs in the us-built district hospital in kandahar have been out of commission for more than a year, and since electricity is available again, doctors are facing a shortage of light.
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